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About Ebury
Ebury is a financial services
company, specializing in
international cash management
solutions including cross-border
payments, FX risk management,
and business lending. Their
unique product offering helps
businesses to accelerate and
simplify international finance.

The Challenge: Reduce Data Silos and Drive SOC
Efficiency
Ebury was looking for best-in-class security monitoring to secure client
data and transactions while also supporting key regulatory requirements
such as ISO 27001. As Ebury specializes in international finance solutions,
they needed a seamless integration within their multi-cloud ecosystem
and needed to monitor financial transactions over payment networks like
SWIFT. Prior to adopting a SIEM, they leveraged AWS’ built-in tools for
security monitoring but lacked visibility outside of their applications. On
top of dealing with a siloed security solution, their lean security operations
team faced alert fatigue and a highly manual investigation process.
They needed to streamline incident case management; simplify security
compliance and reporting, and end time-consuming, swivel-chair
investigations. They set out to find a Next-Gen SIEM solution that could
consolidate their security operations into a single platform and help them
improve their overall security posture.

The Solution: Securonix Provides Continuous
Security Monitoring for Detection and Response
When searching for a Next-Gen SIEM solution to meet their unique needs,
Ebury ultimately chose Securonix Next-Gen SIEM due to our industryleading behavior analytics. Securonix helped Ebury integrate beyond
traditional data sources to extend threat monitoring to their financial and
banking applications. Continuous threat monitoring and customizable
behavior analytics helped provide a 360-degree perspective around
scenarios such as fraud, insider threats, and ransomware.
The Securonix platform provides a broad range of security capabilities
that help organizations not only adhere to strict compliance mandates, but
also detect fraudulent activity and real-world cyberattacks using a single
platform.
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Securonix helps financial organizations like Ebury monitor entity behavior
across the enterprise network, detect threats, and respond in real-time.
Malicious activity can be flagged immediately and acted upon with actions
such as account lockdowns and access closure to help protect their
environment and mitigate risk.

The Business Impact: One Platform for Security
Detection and Response
By adopting Securonix, Ebury now has a connected platform with better
visibility and security insights into both their AWS environment and
financial applications. Benefits of Securonix Next-Gen SIEM include:
• Streamlined Integrations: Collects events from applications and
infrastructure at the transaction level to detect and respond to suspicious
behavior patterns.
• Time savings: Reduces manual investigation times and context
switching, unlocking massive time savings for analysts.
• Compliance: Automates the previously manual process of gathering
compliance reporting for audits and alerting on compliance violations.
• Behavioral Insights: Detects threats to financial data and records using
out-of-the-box and customized finance use case content.
Ultimately, Ebury found a partner they can trust to protect their business
and grow with them as they continue to rapidly expand.
About Securonix
Securonix is redefining SIEM for today’s
hybrid cloud, data-driven enterprise.
Built on big data architecture, Securonix
delivers SIEM, UEBA, XDR, SOAR,
Security Data Lake, NDR and verticalspecific applications as a pure SaaS
solution with unlimited scalability and no
infrastructure cost. Securonix reduces
noise and prioritizes high fidelity alerts
with behavioral analytics technology that
pioneered the UEBA category.
For more information visit securonix.com

Visit Securonix in AWS Marketplace
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